Analysis of the rapidity structure of charge correlations in hadronic events from Z 0 decays gives evidence for chain-like charge-ordering of particle production along the thrust axis, as predicted by`QCD-motivated' string-like fragmentation models.
The phenomenon of chain-like avor-ordered particle production is a general prediction of`QCD-motivated' string-fragmentation models for jet hadronisation 1]. Hadronic events produced from e + e ? annihilation yield two primary quarks (q q) which carry opposite quantum numbers and which are at the end points of a chain. The chain (or string) is formed from the color neutral system which stretches (due to linear con nement) between the primary quarks. Hadronisation results from the break-up of the string as the two primary quarks move apart. The breaks occur between a quark and antiquark forming a virtual avor-neutralpair produced from potential energy in the string. Hadrons produced by the model are in strict avor ordering, called`rank ' 2] , as illustrated in Fig. 1a where, on the left side, the u d becomes the rst rank particle + , the d u the second rank particle ? , etc. (see also Fig. 1b for a description of rank) . Flavor ordering is a result of the fact that two adjacent-ranked hadrons share apair. Owing to the chain-like ordering, charged hadrons (regardless of avor) are predicted to be produced with an alternating charge structure along the entire chain.
It should be noted that although ordering in rank is strict, the corresponding ordering in rapidity is not. This is because of the softness of the fragmentation function, hard gluon production, p T e ects, and cluster/resonance decays, all of which can mix the order in rapidity of the detected hadrons. Nevertheless, a weak coupling between rank and relative position in rapidity is predicted and can be studied experimentally.
Previous studies at lower energy 3] have shown evidence for charge rank ordering at the ends of the rapidity chain. This paper gives evidence for the existence of chargeordered hadron production in the rapidity variable measured along the thrust axis in hadronic Z 0 decays in e + e ? events at LEP.
In addition, the data are compared to predictions of the JETSET 7.3 4] and HERWIG 5.5 5] models. From the above discussion, it is clear that the string-model JETSET is expected to yield charge-ordering. But HERWIG, although a cluster model, also has string-like' features. The concept of`precon nement' is used to produce clusters, which are represented by a string stretched between q and q endpoints of the cluster. Large clusters are split into smaller clusters which take for their motion the directions of the original cluster endpoints, i.e. along the string direction. Thus both models have string (or linear con nement) properties; as seen later, their predictions are very similar.
Data Sample and Event Selection
This analysis is based on the data collected with the DELPHI detector 6] at the CERN LEP collider from 1991 to 1994. The data were recorded at center-of-mass energies around 91.2 GeV. The present analysis relies on the information provided by the three cylindrical tracking detectors (Inner Detector, Time Projection Chamber (TPC), and Outer Detector) all operating in a 1.2 T magnetic eld. The Inner Detector and TPC each cover the angular range 20 < # < 160 , where # is the polar angle with respect to the beam axis, and the Outer Detector covers the range 43 < # < 137 .
The detection of multihadronic events uses charged particles and neutral clusters in the electromagnetic calorimeters 7]. The selection criteria for charged particles are that the momentum, p, should be above 0.4 GeV/c, the relative error on p less than 100%, the polar angle between 20 and 160 , and the track length above 30 cm. In addition, the impact parameter with respect to the beam in the plane perpendicular to the beam 2 axis, and to the longitudinal coordinate at the origin, should be below 4 cm and 10 cm, respectively.
Hadronic events are selected by requiring at least six charged particles (with at least three in each hemisphere) and a total visible energy, E vis , exceeding 20% of the c.m.s. energy. For good multiparticle acceptance the thrust axis is required to be at more than 50 to the beam. The thrust axis is de ned as the direction that maximizes the sum of the absolute values of the longitudinal momenta of all the charged particles in the event. The number of events selected is 1.8 million.
Analysis
This analysis is a study of charged particle correlations in the rapidity variable with respect to the thrust direction. The thrust direction approximates the directions of the primary q and q, especially for two-jet events. With all particles assumed to be pions, the rapidity, y, is de ned as 1 2 ln((E+p L )=(E?p L )), where p L is the component of momentum parallel to the thrust axis, and E is the energy calculated using the pion mass.
To detect chain-like ordering of charge, rst the sign of the charge of one of the primary quarks in the event is identi ed (or tagged). The charged particles in each event are ordered according to their rapidity values in the thrust direction, as shown in Fig. 1b . The`tagged' particle (one for each hemisphere) is de ned as the particle having the largest absolute value of rapidity in that hemisphere. Hemispheres are de ned, one for positive y and one for negative y, with respect to the thrust direction.
To improve the e ciency for tagging the correct primary-quark charge, the rapidity gap adjacent to the tagged particle, y tag , is required to be larger than a speci ed value, i.e. a`tag condition'. A small rapidity di erence between the leading and next-to leading particle would involve a larger probability for them to have`crossed over', i.e. reversed rank. Zero, one or two tags are possible for a given event. Each hemisphere is considered independently. Later in this section, the more general case of tagging with more than one leading particle is considered.
The integer rapidity-rank (n r ) is de ned as the position that a particle has in the rapidity chain when charged particles in the event are ordered according to their y values along the thrust axis. The counting for n r begins at the end of the chain in each hemisphere (see Fig. 1b ).
Compensating Charge (n r )
For the sample of N tag tagged hemispheres, the average compensating charge at rapidity rank n r is:
(n r ) = o (n r ) ? s (n r );
(1) where o (n r ) = N o (n r )=N tag and N o (n r ) is the number of particles at rank n r with charge opposite to the tagged particle; s (n r ) is de ned similarly but for particles with the same charge. Charge conservation requires that the total charge of all the other particles in the event be minus the charge of the tagged particle. Of course, the reconstructed event will not always conserve charge because of possible missing tracks and secondary interactions.
Distributions in the variable (n r ) should reveal the nature and location in n r of the charge compensation of the tagged particle. The distribution of (n r ) for three values of the y tag requirement, (a) y tag > 0:5, (b) y tag > 1:0, and (c) y tag > 2:0, is shown in Fig. 2 . It is seen that for n r near that of the tagged particle there is a 3 large contribution of compensating charge, i.e. a short-range correlation (SRC); and at n r furthest from the tagged particle in the opposite hemisphere there is evidence of a narrow-width correlation, called a long-range correlation (LRC) because of its distance from the tagged particle. The LRC is stronger (i.e. more fractional compensating charge) for the largest y tag requirement, indicating that the primary parton charge is more e ciently tagged. The predictions for tagging e ciency (particle with largest rapidity in a hemisphere has the same sign of charge as the primary quark) from JETSET 7.3 for all y tag and for y tag > 1:0 are 56% and 64%, respectively. Also shown in Fig. 2 is a prediction of a random charge model, produced by randomizing the charges of particles in the data. The charges are randomized such that the net charge from reconstructed charged particles in each event is reproduced. This random charge model, although retaining the e ects of charge conservation convoluted with the multiplicity distribution (because individual multiplicities have di erent ranges in n r ), does not reproduce the data.
The SRC is qualitatively consistent with local charge conservation, as expected from a string model and/or from resonance decays. The LRC provides evidence for the presence of charged primary partons, since tagging a given charge at one end of the rapidity chain yields a positive correlation for the opposite charge at the other end of the chain.
Requiring larger values of y tag greatly increases the observed strength of the LRC, and decreases the observed width of the SRC (from three to two rapidity-rank units). Since the average y, , is 1=2 unit for rapidity gaps near the ends of the event, the width (half maximum) of each peak is estimated, from Fig. 2c , to be approximately one unit in y (two rapidity-rank units wide).
To increase the sensitivity for observing particles in their original rank order, the rapidity gaps y i between the particle with rapidity-rank n r and those at n r ? 1 and n r + 1 are both required to exceed a given value. The rapidity gaps are de ned as positive quantities. Generally, the requirement y i > 0:5 is imposed but, to give`equal' treatment to the particle with largest rapidity at the end of the chain (n r = 1) and with only one adjacent gap, the requirement is doubled for this particle (i.e. to y i > 1:0); this is somewhat arbitrary, but in accord with the assumption of an exponential rapidity-gap distribution, as seen in other data 9]. This adjacent-rapidity-gap condition is applied independently to each particle to include it in a distribution. It is not applied to thè tagged' particle, which has separate requirements. Distributions of (n r ) obtained after applying this condition are shown in Fig. 3 for (a) all y tag , (b) y tag > 0:5, and (c) y tag > 1:0. These distributions are similar in shape to those of Fig. 2 . However, a`see-saw' e ect can now be observed in the data furthest from the tagged particle in the opposite hemisphere. With the adjacent rapidity gap requirement and the y tag cut, only a small number of charged particles are retained (e.g. 3% for Fig. 3b) ; however, capability to see charge structures in the data is attained. In general, the fraction of particles remaining after cuts on y tag and y i can roughly be estimated from a product of exponentials representing the rapidity-gap distributions, i.e. exp(? y cut tag = ) exp(? y cut i = )] 2 , with = 1 2 . This formula assumes gap independence and somewhat overestimates the fraction in the data.
Compensating Charge Ratio R(n r )
In the following, the charge-compensation behavior is studied exclusively in the hemisphere opposite to that of the tagged particle. Detailed structures are di cult to observe in the tagged hemisphere because of the large amount of compensating charge resulting 4 from local charge conservation to the tagged particle. It should be noted that this e ect does not depend on having a correct tag of the primary quark charge. A large tagging e ciency for the incorrect charge results in a large background for the tagged hemisphere; thus, any detailed structure is e ectively washed out. However, a very small`alternation' in the tagged hemisphere may be seen in Fig. 3c , as evidenced by the fact that the n r = 4; 6 points are signi cantly above a steeply falling smooth curve drawn through the n r = 3; 5; 7 points. The opposite hemisphere, which is far from the e ect of local charge conservation to the tagged particle, o ers an unbiased situation for studying structure such as charge ordering.
To emphasize the relative di erence between the opposite and same charges, the following ratio is introduced: R(n r ) = o (n r ) ? s (n r )
. o (n r ):
This ratio is shown in Fig. 4 for (a) all y tag , (b) y tag > 0:5, and (c) y tag > 1:0. The adjacent rapidity gap condition described above is again applied. A strong oscillating pattern is seen which extends from the rst particle in rapidity-rank to the sixth (n r = 1; : : : ; 6). (Statistical uncertainties are too large beyond n r = 6 to see any e ect.) This type of behavior is the signature that would be expected for chain-like charge-ordered particle production in hadron jets. With larger y tag , the data show an increased oscillation amplitude resulting from the better tagging e ciency. The tagging method described above can be generalized to include more than one leading particle. If charge-ordering is valid, any odd number of leading charged particles can be used to identify the sign of a primary-quark charge. A group tag is considered when either three or ve leading charged particles (i.e. those with the largest values of j y j in a hemisphere) have net charge 1 (or ?1) and rapidity-gap between the third (or fth) particle and the following particle in the chain larger than a minimum value. Fig. 5 shows the result for three (and ve) leading particles, respectively, with the condition y tag > 0:5. The alternating charge structure observed is similar to that seen for the case of a single leading particle. This gives further con rmation that chargeordering exists locally over the entire rapidity chain.
Combining these tags, the event (each hemisphere) is tagged if the rapidity-gap is larger than a given value following the leading, or third, or fth particle; only one entry per hemisphere is plotted. This gives the greatest number of tagged events. The ratio R(n r ) for the combined tag, with the same three y tag conditions as in Fig. 4 , is shown in Fig. 6 . With the greater statistics, the alternating charge structure has increased signi cance. Fig. 6 also compares the predictions of the Monte-Carlo models JETSET 7.3 and HERWIG 5.5 with the data. The generation parameters for JETSET 7.3 are given in table 10 of reference 8]. The HERWIG 5.5 event generation is done with default parameters, and the particle decays are treated by JETSET. Standard DELPHI detector simulation along with charged particle reconstruction and hadronic event selection are applied to the events from JETSET 7.3. The events from the HERWIG generation are not processed through the full detector simulation; instead a three-dimensional acceptance-probability function in momentum, azimuth and polar angles for charged particles, based on the ratio of accepted to generated particles in the JETSET simulation, is applied to each charged particle. y As seen in Fig. 6 , both HERWIG and JETSET are in good agreement with the data.
y It has been checked that applyingthis rejectionalgorithmto an independentset of JETSET generatedevents reproduces the results from JETSET events processed with full detector simulation. 5 
Conclusions
Evidence for chain-like charge-ordered particle production is observed in hadronic events from Z 0 decays. This con rms a fundamental and long-standing prediction of string-like fragmentation models. The weak coupling between the rank of a particle in the string and its position in the rapidity chain allow this e ect to be studied. The JETSET and HERWIG models both agree with the data. particles ordered according to their rapidity values in the thrust direction. The quantity n r indicates the rapidity-rank, and y tag is the rapidity gap adjacent to a`tagged' particle (n r = 1), shown here for one side. for (a) the three-leading-particle tag, and (b) the ve-leading-particle tag. The adjacent-rapidity-gap condition is applied. 
